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Amendment 1
Csaba Molnár, Jonás Fernández, Paul Tang

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1

Draft opinion Amendment

1. Acknowledges that, in the opinion 
of the Court of Auditors, the transactions 
of the European Securities and Markets 
Authority (the ‘Authority’) underlying the 
annual accounts for the year 2019 are legal 
and regular in all material aspects;

1. Highlights that, in the opinion of 
the Court of Auditors, the transactions of 
the European Securities and Markets 
Authority (the ‘Authority’) underlying the 
annual accounts for the year 2019 are legal 
and regular in all material aspects;

Or. en

Amendment 2
Csaba Molnár, Jonás Fernández, Paul Tang

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

1 a. Welcomes the Authority’s efforts 
towards a more coordinated supervisory 
regime across the European financial 
system; underlines its role to ensure a 
stable, well-integrated, efficient and safe 
financial market; highlights the 
importance of consumer protection in the 
Union by promoting fairness and 
transparency on the product and financial 
services market, and looks forward to 
receiving an update on future measures 
taken in this direction, including also 
responses to the challenges of the 
digitalisation of the economy and 
sustainability measures;

Or. en

Amendment 3
Csaba Molnár, Jonás Fernández, Marc Angel, Paul Tang
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Draft opinion
Paragraph 1 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

1 b. Welcomes the Authority’s Fast 
Track Peer Review Report of November 
2020 on the application of the guidelines 
on the enforcement of financial 
information (ESMA/2014/1293) by BaFin 
and FREP in the context of Wirecard; 
calls on the Authority to request further 
harmonisation of EU rules regarding 
financial supervision;

Or. en

Amendment 4
Csaba Molnár, Jonás Fernández, Marc Angel, Paul Tang

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1 c (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

1 c. Underlines the duty of the 
financial system in responding 
appropriately to the financial 
sustainability challenges, the European 
Green Deal and the Paris Agreement; 
welcomes, therefore, the Authority’s 
efforts of incorporating additional 
number of FTEs in the 2020 ESMA 
budget in order to cover its new mandate 
on sustainability; looks forward to an 
update in the second half of 2020 on the 
progress in this area;

Or. en

Amendment 5
Csaba Molnár, Jonás Fernández, Paul Tang

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1 d (new)
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Draft opinion Amendment

1 d. Welcomes the plans of setting up 
ESMA's Advisory Committee on 
Proportionality, foreseen for Q1 2020 to 
oversee the principle of proportionality 
and looks forward to receiving a progress 
update on this in the second half of 2021;

Or. en

Amendment 6
Csaba Molnár, Jonás Fernández, Marc Angel, Paul Tang

Draft opinion
Paragraph 1 e (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

1 e. Underlines the importance of an 
open, efficient and independent European 
administration for all European agencies 
and the whole Union; recalls the problem 
of the revolving door conflict of interest 
situations and stresses the need for a 
unified legal framework to address these 
issues;

Or. en

Amendment 7
Derk Jan Eppink

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2

Draft opinion Amendment

2. Shares with concern the Court’s 
observation that to compensate for a 
shortage of posts the Authority relies 
increasingly on consultants and interim 
staff, which may pose risks of inadequate 
supervision of complex work by external 
contractors and contractual litigation 

2. Shares with concern the Court’s 
observation that to compensate for a 
shortage of posts the Authority relies 
increasingly on consultants and interim 
staff, which may pose risks of inadequate 
supervision of complex work by external 
contractors and contractual litigation issues 
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issues; because of blurred responsibilities;

Or. en

Amendment 8
Gunnar Beck, Marco Zanni, Antonio Maria Rinaldi, Valentino Grant, Francesca 
Donato

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2

Draft opinion Amendment

2. Shares with concern the Court’s 
observation that to compensate for a 
shortage of posts the Authority relies 
increasingly on consultants and interim 
staff, which may pose risks of inadequate 
supervision of complex work by external 
contractors and contractual litigation 
issues;

2. Shares with concern the Court’s 
observation that to compensate for a 
shortage of posts the Authority relies 
increasingly on consultants and interim 
staff, which may pose risks of inadequate 
supervision of complex work by external 
contractors and contractual litigation 
issues; urges the Authority to make sure 
that contracts avoid any confusion 
between the procurement of services and 
of interim workers;

Or. en

Amendment 9
Stasys Jakeliūnas
on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

2 a. Recalls its resolution of 13 
January 2020 on institutions and bodies 
of the EMU: preventing post-public 
employment conflicts of interest; calls 
upon the Authority to ensure that its 
internal procedures for dealing with 
conflicts of interest are in line with the 
Ombudsman’s recommendations 
following her inquiry into the EBA 
Executive Director’s move to a finance 
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lobby group, if they are not yet fully 
aligned; calls further upon the authority 
to consider extending the 12-month 
mandatory cooling-off period for senior 
staff members that contemplate a move 
that may give rise to post-public 
employment conflicts of interest;

Or. en

Amendment 10
Isabel Benjumea Benjumea, José Manuel García-Margallo y Marfil, Andreas Schwab, 
Eva Maydell, Inese Vaidere, Sirpa Pietikäinen, Danuta Maria Hübner

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

2 a. Considers that the responsibilities 
of the Authorities have progressively 
increased since their creation; notes that 
budget increases should be gradual and 
continuous over time in line with the 
increase in competencies; considers that 
the future responsibilities arising, inter 
alia, from the Digital Finance Strategy as 
well as the responsibilities inherent in the 
fight against money laundering require 
an adaptation of the Authorities' 
financing;

Or. es

Amendment 11
Csaba Molnár, Jonás Fernández, Paul Tang

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

2 a. Stresses the urgency to allocate 
sufficient resources to the Authority to 
allow it to carry out its allocated tasks in 
an adequate and efficient manner;
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Or. en

Amendment 12
Csaba Molnár, Jonás Fernández, Marc Angel, Paul Tang

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

2 b. Takes note of the Report on the 
annual accounts of the European 
Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) 
for the financial year 2019 of the 
European Court of Auditors, that the case 
of using IT service contracts for the 
provision of labour is still unsolved; notes 
that this is non-compliant with EU social 
and employment rules; calls on the 
Authority, therefore, to ensure that 
contracts avoid any confusion and ensure 
that they are in line with European social 
and employment rules;

Or. en

Amendment 13
Isabel Benjumea Benjumea, José Manuel García-Margallo y Marfil, Andreas Schwab, 
Eva Maydell, Sirpa Pietikäinen, Danuta Maria Hübner

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

2 b. Points out that the Authority has 
been given more powers in the area of 
direct supervision and strengthening of 
convergence; welcomes this assignment of 
responsibility but warns that, to be 
effective, this process must be gradual and 
continuous;

Or. es
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Amendment 14
Isabel Benjumea Benjumea, José Manuel García-Margallo y Marfil, Andreas Schwab, 
Eva Maydell, Sirpa Pietikäinen, Danuta Maria Hübner

Draft opinion
Paragraph 2 c (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

2 c. Underlines that in certain cases 
the mandates adopted at level 1 of the 
legislation do not take into account the 
minimum timeframes required for the 
Authorities to carry out the necessary 
work to develop and adopt level 2 
measures, thereby making reallocations of 
resources necessary and causing delays in 
the implementation of certain measures;

Or. es

Amendment 15
Isabel Benjumea Benjumea, José Manuel García-Margallo y Marfil, Andreas Schwab, 
Eva Maydell, Sirpa Pietikäinen

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

4 a. Recognises that the composition of 
the Board of Supervisors seems 
appropriate to address the Authority's 
regulatory powers, but less so with regard 
to its supervisory functions; considers that 
its ability to obtain accurate information 
from financial institutions is not sufficient 
to exercise its various responsibilities;

Or. es

Amendment 16
Markus Ferber

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4 a (new)
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Draft opinion Amendment

4 a. Notes that, as the Authority’s 
workload is increasingly shifting from 
regulatory tasks to enforcing and applying 
Union law, budgetary and personnel 
resources have to be reallocated 
internally; points out that a strict focus on 
the mandate assigned by the European 
legislator will ensure a more effective and 
more efficient use of resources;

Or. en

Amendment 17
Markus Ferber

Draft opinion
Paragraph 4 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

4 b. Points out that the principle of 
proportionality should be a guiding 
principle for the Authority's work;

Or. en

Amendment 18
Isabel Benjumea Benjumea, José Manuel García-Margallo y Marfil, Andreas Schwab, 
Eva Maydell, Sirpa Pietikäinen

Draft opinion
Paragraph 5

Draft opinion Amendment

5. Reiterates that surpluses and 
deficits from fees charged to credit rating 
agencies and trade repositories can lead to 
a cross-financing of activities, which 
should be brought to an end; calls on the 
Commission to present a legislative 
proposal to this affect;

5. Reiterates that surpluses and 
deficits from fees charged to credit rating 
agencies and trade repositories can lead to 
a cross-financing of activities;
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Or. es

Amendment 19
Derk Jan Eppink

Draft opinion
Paragraph 5

Draft opinion Amendment

5. Reiterates that surpluses and 
deficits from fees charged to credit rating 
agencies and trade repositories can lead to 
a cross-financing of activities, which 
should be brought to an end; calls on the 
Commission to present a legislative 
proposal to this affect;

5. Reiterates that the surpluses and 
deficits from the fees charged to credit 
rating agencies and trade repositories can 
lead to an annual cross-financing of 
activities, which should be brought to an 
end; calls on the Commission to present a 
legislative proposal to this effect;

Or. en

Amendment 20
Isabel Benjumea Benjumea, José Manuel García-Margallo y Marfil, Andreas Schwab, 
Eva Maydell, Inese Vaidere, Sirpa Pietikäinen

Draft opinion
Paragraph 5 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

5 a. Warns that in order to achieve 
good supervision it is essential that the 
Authority has the capacity to adopt 
measures to adjust to risks or problems 
that may arise on the market; considers 
that the calculation of resources should 
be made on an annual basis;

Or. es

Amendment 21
Stasys Jakeliūnas
on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group

Draft opinion
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Paragraph 6 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

6 a. Acknowledges the inquiry into 
dividend arbitrage trading schemes such 
as cum-ex or cum-cum, as requested by 
the European Parliament1a; expresses its 
satisfaction with the thoroughness of this 
investigation into the integrity of a 
specific area of financial markets activity;
_________________
1a 
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/doc
ument/TA-8-2018-0475_EN.html

Or. en

Amendment 22
Stéphanie Yon-Courtin, Gilles Boyer, Ivars Ijabs

Draft opinion
Paragraph 6 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

6 a. calls on the Authority to draw 
inspiration from the publication by the 
ECB's Ethics Committee of its opinions 
on cases of conflict of interest and post-
mandate gainful employment, in order to 
increase transparency on potential 
conflicts of interest and on post-mandate 
gainful employment;

Or. fr

Amendment 23
Isabel Benjumea Benjumea, José Manuel García-Margallo y Marfil, Andreas Schwab, 
Eva Maydell, Inese Vaidere, Sirpa Pietikäinen, Danuta Maria Hübner

Draft opinion
Paragraph 6 a (new)

Draft opinion Amendment
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6 a. Welcomes the fact that the 
Authority has intensified its 
administrative cooperation with the 
European Banking Authority in terms of 
public procurement procedures; calls for 
the spirit of synergy to continue in the 
interests of the efficiency of both 
authorities;

Or. es

Amendment 24
Stasys Jakeliūnas
on behalf of the Verts/ALE Group

Draft opinion
Paragraph 6 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

6 b. Acknowledges the Authority's 
report on the role of the German financial 
supervisor BaFin and the German 
Financial Reporting Enforcement Panel 
(FREP) in the Wirecard accounting 
scandal, which revealed major 
weaknesses in market and institutional 
oversight, especially with respect to 
investor protection and market integrity; 
suggests that the Authority reflect the 
lessons from this scandal in its guidelines 
and peer reviews of the implementation of 
those guidelines;

Or. en

Amendment 25
Isabel Benjumea Benjumea, José Manuel García-Margallo y Marfil, Andreas Schwab, 
Eva Maydell, Markus Ferber, Sirpa Pietikäinen, Danuta Maria Hübner

Draft opinion
Paragraph 6 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

6 b. Points out that the Authority, 
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when carrying out its activities, needs to 
pay attention to ensuring compliance with 
Union law, to respecting the principle of 
proportionality and to complying with the 
fundamental principles which govern the 
internal market;

Or. es

Amendment 26
Stéphanie Yon-Courtin, Gilles Boyer, Ivars Ijabs

Draft opinion
Paragraph 6 b (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

6 b. Calls on the Authority to draw 
inspiration from the ECB's initiatives to 
propose internal programmes for the 
promotion of women and for greater 
diversity among its staff;

Or. fr

Amendment 27
Isabel Benjumea Benjumea, José Manuel García-Margallo y Marfil, Andreas Schwab, 
Eva Maydell, Markus Ferber, Sirpa Pietikäinen, Danuta Maria Hübner

Draft opinion
Paragraph 6 c (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

6 c. Is of the opinion that the 
combination of public-private experience 
that its staff brings is beneficial to the 
Authority; considers that systems should 
be explored to attract talent from the 
private sector to the public sector and vice 
versa, with minimum safeguards in place 
to promote the independence of both 
sectors; believes that the implementation 
of the rules in this area should be 
monitored by common bodies of the 
Union and should take into account the 
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specific circumstances of each case;

Or. es

Amendment 28
Stéphanie Yon-Courtin, Gilles Boyer, Ivars Ijabs

Draft opinion
Paragraph 6 c (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

6 c. Welcomes the Authority's 
intention to publish a short list consisting 
of at least one woman and one man for 
nomination as its Chair, and calls on the 
Authority to do the same with respect to 
the nomination of its Executive Director;

Or. fr

Amendment 29
Isabel Benjumea Benjumea, José Manuel García-Margallo y Marfil, Andreas Schwab, 
Eva Maydell, Sirpa Pietikäinen, Danuta Maria Hübner

Draft opinion
Paragraph 6 d (new)

Draft opinion Amendment

6 d. Believes that the Authority should 
take account of new digital challenges 
and those related to sustainability; 
considers that the fulfilment of these 
established objectives and their 
integration into the regulatory and 
supervisory framework must always be in 
line with the strengthening of the market, 
without undermining its competitiveness 
and without placing an excessive burden 
on market actors, especially small and 
medium-sized ones; considers that the 
monitoring of the implementation of these 
objectives must be met with adequate 
resources;
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Or. es


